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ABSTRACT
Aim: Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) has been used in a variety of maxillodental applications and recently, it 
has proved to be effective in the otorhinolaryngology field. In this study, we used CBCT for assessment of scalar location, 
insertion length and distance between the cochlear implant electrode array and modiolus and correlate these factors to 
speech performance.
Patients and Methods: This study was carried out on 30 children with bilateral severe to profound prelingual sensorineural 
hearing loss that had undergone cochlear implantation. Radiological assessment of electrode arrays position using CBCT 
was performed and correlated with speech recognition score.
Results: CBCT revealed that the electrode array was inserted in the scala tympani in 26/30 children (86.66%) and showed 
better speech recognization score than scala vestibule insertion. The mean distance between the modiolus and electrode 
arrays was 0.53 ± 0.11 mm and the average length of insertion was 21.49 ± 3.65mm. Distance between the electrode array 
and modiolus was negatively correlated to audiological performance in all patients. Pearson test showed a statistically 
significant positive correlation between insertion length and speech recognition score.
Conclusion: CBCT is very effective in localizing cochlear implant electrode arrays. Depth of insertion and closer distance 
to modiolus are associated with statistically better speech outcome.
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INTRODUCTION                                                                 

Ever since the invention of cochlear implants, the need 
for postoperative follow up and assessment of the location 
of electrodes has been increasingly more important. 

Originally, multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) 
and conventional x-ray were used for this purpose, and 
MSCT was acceptable[1-6] except for the fact that:

• It gives a large radiation dose of about 3600 µSv 
which in young children that form the bulk of cochlear 
implant patients isn’t acceptable[7].

• It needs a long time of being still in the CT 
machine, which may not be feasible without anesthesia.

• Any movement during the scan would have a 
disfiguring result in the output scan.

• Any metals or foreign body e.g. cochlear implant 
itself would produce considerable artifacts and interference 
with the image[8].

• Some MSCT systems don’t allow for imaging of 
22-electrode implants[9].

• Lastly, the high cost of MSCT scans nowadays 
was a barrier to some patients keeping up with a follow-up.

From here arose the need for an imaging tool that would 
be low budget, low radiation dose, has short scan time and 
still gives clear images[10]. Such a tool was CBCT which 
was found to be fulfilling the above criteria[7, 11].

Hasstedt et al assessed the position of cochlea 
implant electrode arrays in temporal bone specimens and 
demonstrated that cone beam computed tomography gave 
similar result regarding the position of the electrode in 
relation to modiolus compared to histological analysis[12].

The outcome of cochlear implantation is highly 
variable. Many studies were undertaken to determine 
factors that influence the performance of cochlear implants 
patients. Age, duration of hearing loss before implantation, 
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causes of hearing loss and duration of use of the implant 
are factors that consistently found to affect the outcome of 
implantation[7, 13-15].

Scalar location, depth of insertion, and proximity of 
electrode array to the modiolus were reported to have a 
critical impact on the audiological performance.  Many 
studies have shown that translocation of the array from 
scala tympani to vestibuli had a substantial negative 
prognosis on audiological outcomes[16, 17].

One crucial factor that has not been extensively studied 
and may determine the performance of cochlear implant 
users is the distance between the electrode array and 
modiolus that houses the spiral ganglion cells[15]. 

Multiple early studies showed that direct electrical 
excitation of auditory nerve using electrode positioned 
through modiolus was more efficient in the activation of 
the nerve fibres than Scala tympani stimulation[18, 19]. Marsh 
et al. reported diminished threshold current levels with 
modiolar electrodes[20].

Shepherd et al. performed an experimental study 
on the cochlea of cats and stated that the close location 
of the electrode to the modiolus reduced the threshold 
significantly[21].

Timothy J Davis et al measured distance of electrodes 
from modiolus using CT and showed that this distance was 
negatively correlated to needed current to induce stimulus 
in adults with cochlear implants[22].

Marine Lathuilliere et al. performed a study about the 
utility of CBCT in evaluation the insertion depth angle of 
electrodes arrays in the pediatric age group and its effect on 
the electrically evoked compound action potential (ECAP) 
threshold and they found that neither type of electrodes 
nor the insertion depth angle of electrodes arrays have a 
significant effect on ECAP[23].

To our knowledge, no research has been used CBCT to 
measure the electrode modiolus distance and relate it to the 
actual audiological performance in the pediatric age group.

So, in this study, we used CBCT for assessment of 
scalar location, insertion length and distance between 
the cochlear implant electrode array and modiolus and 
correlate these factors to speech performance.

PATIENTS AND METHODS:                                                                               

We acquired informed written consent from 30 
patients that previously had bilateral prelingual profound 
sensorineural hearing loss and underwent cochlear 
implantation before the age of 5 years from 2010 to 2018. 
The institutional committee approved this study. All 

children are fulfilling the next criteria:

• The surgery was carried out for patients using a 
classic facial recess approach.

• Cochlear implant electrodes were inserted through 
the round window.

• All received Sonata MED-EL cochlear implant 
(MED-EL GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria).

• All participants had IQ above 75 and within 
normal ranges.

• All had got a minimum of 1 year phoniatrics and 
audiological regular follow-ups in our departments.

• None had any congenital anomalies, syndromic 
hearing loss, meningitis, jaundice or history of major head 
trauma.

Participants were subjected to extensive medical 
history taking, review of previous audiological tests and 
imaging scans, full otorhinolaryngological examination, 
recent audiological assessment and CBCT of the temporal 
bone.

Audiological assessment:

Patients were seated in a sound-treated room facing the 
loudspeaker at a distance 1 meter and 0-degree azimuth. 
Signals were presented using Itera II diagnostic audiometer.

Pure tone audiometry: Warble tones were presented at 
60 dB HL and decreased in 5 dB steps across the frequency 
range 250-4000 Hz until no response was obtained. The 
threshold was defined as the lowest pure tone level at 
which the patient responded.

Speech audiometry: Arabic Monosyllabic words list 
were presented at 40 dB above pure tone average dB and 
the response was repeating the word. Percentage of correct 
words was measured. 

Radiological assessment:

CBCT of temporal bone using J. Morita R100 cone 
beam 3D imaging system (Morita 3DX; J Morita Mfg 
corp., Kyoto, Japan) by a protocol that was decided upon 
after multiple pilot studies for best quality images, which 
was a multi-planar reconstructed 0.260 mm isometric 
voxel size using a field of view (FOV) 100 mm x H 80 
mm, tube voltage of 90 kVp and current of 8 mA with an 
exposure time of 20 seconds.

Results of the scan were assessed by OnDemand 3D 
viewer software (Cybermed, Seoul, South Korea) to get 
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the scalar position, insertion depth, and average distance 
between the electrode arrays and modiolus for each 
participant for correlation with their corresponding speech 
scores.

The software was very helpful in increasing image 
quality even more by using sharpening filters and 3D multi-
planar functions to reduce motion blur and any minute 
artifacts from either electrodes or motion (Figure1, 2).

Two senior otologists and one senior radiologist 
independently assessed the image quality.

First, we identified the osseous spiral lamina on the axial/
sagittal oblique views and location of the electrode array 
in relation to the osseous spiral lamina was determined. 
Then, measurements were taken from each intracochlear 
electrode contacts to the modiolus and an average distance 
was calculated for each subject (Figure 3).

Fig. 1: Unedited image acquired with excellent resolution (A) the Same image after sharpening to emphasize electrodes over surrounding 
structures (B).

Using 3D curved multi-planar reconstruction, the 
insertion length of each CI was measured. the insertion 
length was considered as the spiral route from the insertion 
site of the cochlea along the centre of electrode arrays 
toward its terminal end[24].

Statistical analysis:

Statistical analysis was calculated using GraphPad 
Prism program, version 5 for Windows (GraphPad 
Software, San Diego, California, USA). T-test was used to 
compare means. Correlation of speech score and electrode 
modiolus distance, depth of insertion and other parameters 
were examined using Pearson’s correlation analysis. A 
value of P<0.05 was regarded as significant.
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Fig. 2: Unedited images with motion blur and artefacts from patients 19, 21, 24 respectively (A1-3), Images after initial modification (B1-3), 
Images final sharpening (C 1-3)

Fig. 3: Measurement of electrode- modiolus distance.
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Table 1: Distribution of the studied children according to 
demographic data (n=30)

%No.Sex
40.012Male
60.018Female
%No.Age (years)
6.72<5
80.0245 – 10
13.34>10

4.60 – 13.0
8.13 ± 2.15
8.20 (6.40 –9.20)

Min. – Max.
Mean ± SD.
Median (IQR)
Age at 
operation

1.50 – 5.0
3.39 ± 1.12
3.30 (2.40–4.30)

Min. – Max.
Mean ± SD.
Median (IQR)

%No.Consanguinity
23.37No
76.723Yes

Table 2: Correlation between word recognition score  and 
different parameters (n=30)

Speech score
pr
0.429-0.150Age at operation
0.55040.1135Age at Audiological assessment
<0.001*-0.781*Distance to modiolous (mm)
p=0.006*0.4842*Length of electrode insertion

r: Pearson coefficient 
*: Statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05

RESULTS:                                                                          

This study was carried out on 30 (12 males and 18 
females) children with bilateral prelingual severe to 
profound sensorineural hearing loss. The demographic 
data of children were shown in (Table 1).

Word recognition score: 

The word recognition score ranged from 52 to 92% with 
an average score of 72.9±14.05%. None of the following 
variables has a significant impact on word recognition 
score including age at implantation, age at audiological 
assessment in this study, gender and consanguinity                      
(p > 0.05). (Table 2)

Position of the electrode arrays in the cochlea:

CBCT revealed that the electrode arrays located below 
osseous spiral lamina indicating that they were present in 
scala tympani in 26/30 patients (86.66%)   while electrode 
arrays situated in scala vestibuli in 4/30 patients (13.34%).

The average speech recognition score was 74.77 ± 
11.88% in children with scala tympani insertion while it 
was 60.75±22.53 % in scala vestibuli insertion showing 
better performance in children with scala tympani insertion, 
however, this difference was statistically insignificant 
(p-value = 0.06).

Distance between the electrode arrays and 

modiolus

The average distance between the modiolus and 
electrode arrays ranged from 0.31 – 0.82 mm with an 
average distance of 0.53 ± 0.11 mm.

In terms of correlating these findings by CBCT to 
the speech performance, we found a statistically strong 
negative correlation between distance to modiolus 
and speech recognition scores (r -0.781 - P<0.001).                                         
(Table 2, Figure 4)

Length of electrode arrays insertion:

The insertion length of cochlear implant electrode 
arrays varied from 12.80 to 26 mm with an average depth 
of insertion of 21.49 ± 3.65mm. Pearson test showed a 
statistically significant positive correlation between the 
depth of electrode array insertion and speech recognition 
scores (r = 0.4842, p=0.006).

There was one case with a partial electrode insertion of 
the electrode (12.8mm)  without any noticeable clinical or 
radiological cause of obstruction.

Fig. 4: Correlation between electrode- modiolus distance speech 
recognition scores.
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DISCUSSION                                                                  

As shown in the literature, CBCT has been 
advancing and utilized in a variety of maxillodental 
applications and recently, it has proved to be effective 
in the otorhinolaryngology field. It can at least show 
the same quality images as MSCT in a much easier and 
less risky way. CBCT takes a considerable shorter time 
to scan with at least 30 times with less radiation dose 
than its predecessor that had monopolized the role of 
temporal bone imaging in the past[7, 12, 25-34].

All these facts with the increasing need for post 
cochlear implant imaging for assessing the position 
of electrode arrays, trauma and other parameters have 
made CBCT as an ideal tool for intraoperative and 
postoperative imaging for cochlear implant patients. 
Intra and postoperative assessment will allow the 
otologists to see if there is any displacement of the 
electrode from scala tympani to vestibuli which 
significantly has a deleterious effect on the preservation 
of hearing. The other important issue for intra- or 
postoperative evaluation is to visualize electrode kink, 
buckle or tip folding and take a countermeasure by 
switching off the contacts in that region to improve the 
patient's performance[35].

To the best of our knowledge so far, all studies in 
the literature have only studied the ability of CBCT to 
localize cochlear implant electrode arrays within the ear 
accurately and measuring currents needed for function 
in correlation to the position in the cochlea[22] but none 
have attempted to correlate cochlear implant electrode 
arrays position from modiolus to audiological function 
and performance. So, in our study besides testing 
CBCT as an imaging tool for localizing and visualizing 
cochlear implant electrode array, we attempted to show 
the relation between scalar position, length of insertion 
and average electrode array modiolar distances and 
actual speech performance.

Zou et al. evaluated CBCT in detecting the 
variability of cochlear morphology and position 
of cochlear implant electrode arrays in the human 
temporal bone. They can visualize all key anatomical 
landmarks of cochlea accurately, in addition, they 
measured the length of insertion and interval between 
the electrode arrays and modiolus but did not study  
the influence of these factors on  the performance[35].

In the role of visualizing and showing inner ear 
anatomy, the CBCT system was very effective in 
showing excellent images with very little if no artefact 
from the metallic electrodes but these images were not 
always easy to acquire as some patients found it hard 
to stay still for the 20 seconds of the scan duration 
and sometimes minute movements would ruin some 

images but with the help of viewing software, these 
motion blurs were reduced significantly[10].

This study revealed the anatomical details of 
the cochlea, such as modiolus, scala vestibuli, scala 
tympani, osseous spiral lamina, and round window. 
Osseous spiral lamina is a key structure to decide 
the site of insertion of the electrode array. When the 
electrode array was below the osseous spiral lamina, it 
was regarded as being located in scala tympani, when 
it was above it, the electrode array was placed in scala 
vestibuli.[36]

 In our study, the electrode arrays were implanted 
into scala tympani in 26/30 of children and showed 
better audiological performance compared to 
scala vestibuli insertion. However, this difference 
was statistically insignificant. This finding was in 
agreement with multiple previous studies revealed that 
implantation of the electrode arrays in scala tympani 
had superior speech perception performance when 
compared to scala vestibule counterpart.[17, 37, 38]

In this study, there was no significant impact of age, 
gender, consanguinity on performance as demonstrated 
by statistical tests (p>0.05).

By correlating with the respective scores and 
analyzing the data, we found that the smaller the 
electrode modiolar distance, the better the performance 
of the subject, namely if less than 0.45 mm, the speech 
recognition score would be equal to or above 80%.

Reviewing the literature showed that several studies 
indicated that the perimodiolar position produced a 
significant decrease in charge for equal stimulation 
at the threshold and suprathreshold comfort levels 
and reduced EABR thresholds[39-41]. However, other 
researches did not have similar results[42, 43].

Davis et al. studied the relation between the 
distance of the electrode array and modiolus using CT 
and current levels for suprathreshold stimulation in 
adult patients with cochlear implantation. They found 
only a little correlation for perimodiolar electrodes[22].

Esquia Medina et al. used CT to estimate the 
distance between the modiolus and electrode and 
correlated it to the speech discrimination score in 
adults. They mentioned that was a significant negative 
correlation between electrode modiolar distance and 
speech score at 6 months however no correlation was 
present at one year after the operation[44].

Chakravorti and colleagues in their study 
emphasized on the importance of electrode location 
on speech performance and concluded that the most 
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significant positional factors that influence the results 
of the pre-curved electrode were full insertion in scala 
tympani and modiolar distance while for lateral wall 
electrode; the insertion depth plays a crucial role[15].

Van der Beek and colleagues noted that Speech 
perception was not significantly correlated with the 
insertion depth or the distance from the electrode array 
to the modiolus[45].

Regarding the depth of electrode array insertion, 
we found a statistically positive correlation between 
depth of insertion and word recognition score. This 
finding is consistent with many authors who reported 
that increased depth of insertion is associated with 
better speech performance[17, 38, 46]. Others reported no 
correlation or even a negative impact of deep insertion 
on the audiological performance[13, 16, 47, 48].

We have only one child with partial electrode 
insertion (12.8mm) with no preoperative or 
intraoperative reason and this finding was reported 
also by many authors[49, 50]. Lee j et al.[50] performed 
a histopathological study on the temporal bones with 
a history of incomplete insertion of electrodes and 
they found an obvious cause of obstruction by bone                              
(labyrinthitis ossificans or bony spicules)  or soft tissue 
in only 6/27 temporal bones (22%). They examined 
the remaining 21 temporal bones in which there was 
no scalar obstruction and concluded that trauma to 
the spiral ligament with associated dissection to the 
cochlear wall increases significantly the incidence of 
partial insertion of the electrodes.

CONCLUSION                                                             

Our study showed that CBCT had the ability to 
visualize the position of the cochlear implant electrode 
array, its distance to modiolus and length of insertion 
in a convenient way as each scan only needed 20 
seconds without anaesthesia and considerably lower 
radiation dose. 

The decreased distance between the electrode arrays 
and modiolus and deeper insertion were significantly 
related to good speech scores. 

Scala tympani insertion of electrode arrays had 
better speech performance than scala vestibuli 
counterpart.
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